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SUMMARY
We present FLEXWIN, an open source algorithm for the automated selection of time windows
on pairs of observed and synthetic seismograms. The algorithm was designed specifically to
accommodate synthetic seismograms produced from 3-D wavefield simulations, which capture
complex phases that do not necessarily exist in 1-D simulations or traditional traveltime curves.
Relying on signal processing tools and several user-tuned parameters, the algorithm is able to
include these new phases and to maximize the number of measurements made on each seismic
record, while avoiding seismic noise. Our motivation is to use the algorithm for iterative
tomographic inversions, in which the synthetic seismograms change from one iteration to
the next. Hence, automation is needed to handle the volume of measurements and to allow
for an increasing number of windows at each model iteration. The algorithm is sufficiently
flexible to be adapted to many tomographic applications and seismological scenarios, including
those based on synthetics generated from 1-D models. We illustrate the algorithm using data
sets from three distinct regions: the entire globe, the Japan subduction zone, and southern
California.
Key words: Time series analysis; Tomography; Body waves; Surface waves and free
oscillations; Seismic tomography.
1 INTRODUCTION
Seismic tomography—the process of imaging the 3-D structure of
the Earth using seismic recordings—has been transformed by recent
advances in methodology. Finite-frequency approaches are being
used instead of ray-based techniques, and 3-D reference models
instead of 1-D reference models. These transitions are motivated
by a greater understanding of the volumetric sensitivity of seismic
measurements (Marquering et al. 1999; Zhao et al. 2000; Dahlen
et al. 2000) and by computational advances in the forward modelling
of seismic wave propagation in fully 3-D media (Komatitsch &
Vilotte 1998; Komatitsch et al. 2002; Capdeville et al. 2003). In
the past decade we have learned to calculate analytic sensitivity
kernels in 1-D media (e.g. Li & Tanimoto 1993; Dahlen & Baig
2002; Dahlen & Zhou 2006) and numeric sensitivity kernels in 3-D
media (e.g. Capdeville 2005; Tromp et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2005;
Liu & Tromp 2006; Liu & Tromp 2008). The analytic kernels have
been taken up rapidly by tomographers, and used to produce new
3-D earth models (e.g. Montelli et al. 2004; Zhou et al. 2006).
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The numeric kernels have opened up the possibility of ‘3D–3D’
tomography, that is, seismic tomography based upon a 3-D reference
model, 3-D numerical simulations of the seismic wavefield, and
finite-frequency sensitivity kernels (Tromp et al. 2005; Chen et al.
2007b).
It is common practice in tomography to work only with certain
subsets of the available seismic data. The choices made in selecting
these subsets are inextricably linked to the assumptions made in
the tomographic method. For example, ray-based traveltime tomog-
raphy deals only with high-frequency body-wave arrivals, whereas
great-circle surface-wave tomography must satisfy the path-integral
approximation, and only considers surface-waves that present no ev-
idence of multipathing. In both these examples, a large proportion
of the information contained within the seismograms is unused.
The emerging 3D–3D tomographic methods take advantage of full
wavefield simulations and numeric finite-frequency kernels, thereby
reducing the data restrictions required when using approximate for-
ward modelling and simplified descriptions of sensitivity. These
methods seem to be the best candidates for studying regions with
complex 3-D structure, as they permit the use of a larger propor-
tion of the information contained within each seismogram, includ-
ing complex arrivals not predicted by 1-D approximations of earth
structure. To exploit the full power of 3D–3D tomographic methods,
we require a new data selection strategy that does not exclude such
complex arrivals.
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As data selection strategies for tomography depend so closely on
the tomographic technique, there are nearly as many such strate-
gies as there are tomographic methods. Furthermore, many of
these strategies have been automated in some way, as larger and
larger volumes of data have become available. Body-wave stud-
ies that have moved away from using manual traveltime picks
or catalogue arrival times generally pick windows around spe-
cific seismic phases defined by predicted traveltimes, and in-
clude automated tests on arrival time separation and/or the fit
of observed to synthetic waveforms to reject inadequate data
(e.g. Ritsema & van Heijst 2002; Lawrence & Shearer 2008).
Partial automation of the vanDecar & Crosson (1990) multichan-
nel cross-correlation method has led to efficient methods for ob-
taining highly accurate traveltime (Sigloch & Nolet 2006; Houser
et al. 2008) and even attenuation (Lawrence et al. 2006) measure-
ments. In the surface-wave community, there has been much work
done to automate methods for extracting dispersion characteris-
tics of fundamental mode (Trampert & Woodhouse 1995; Laske &
Masters 1996; Ekstro¨m et al. 1997; Levshin & Ritzwoller 2001)
and higher mode (Van Heijst & Woodhouse 1997; Debayle 1999;
Yoshizawa & Kennett 2002; Beucler et al. 2003; Lebedev et al.
2005; Visser et al. 2007) surface-waves. Recently, Panning &
Romanowicz (2006) have described an algorithm to semi-
automatically pick body and surface-wavepackets based on the pre-
dicted traveltimes of several phases.
Our algorithm is designed for tomographic applications with 3-D
Earth reference models. Unlike the techniques discussed above, ours
is not tied to arrival time predictions of known phases, and, therefore,
is able to accommodate complex phases due to 3-D structure. One
promising approach to 3D–3D tomography is based upon adjoint
methods (Tarantola 1984; Tromp et al. 2005; Liu & Tromp 2006;
Tape et al. 2007). In ‘adjoint tomography’ the sensitivity kernels that
tie variations in earth model parameters to variations in the misfit
are obtained by interaction between the wavefield used to generate
the synthetic seismograms (the direct wavefield) and an adjoint
wavefield that obeys the same wave equation as the direct wavefield,
but with a source term, that is derived from the misfit measurements.
The computational cost of such kernel computations for use in
seismic tomography depends only on the number of events, and not
on the number of receivers nor on the number of measurements.
It is therefore to our advantage to make the greatest number of
measurements on each seismogram. The adjoint kernel calculation
Table 1. Overview of standard tuning parameters, and of fine tuning parameters. Values are defined in a parameter
file, and the time dependence of those that depend on time is described by user-defined functions.
Standard tuning parameters:
T 0,1 bandpass filter corner periods
r P,A signal to noise ratios for whole waveform
r 0(t) signal to noise ratios single windows
wE(t) water level on short-term:long-term ratio
CC0(t) acceptance level for normalized cross-correlation
τ 0(t) acceptance level for time lag
ln A0(t) acceptance level for amplitude ratio
τ ref reference time lag
ln Aref reference amplitude ratio
Fine tuning parameters:
c0 for rejection of internal minima
c1 for rejection of short windows
c2 for rejection of un-prominent windows
c3a,b for rejection of multiple distinct arrivals
c4a,b for curtailing of windows with emergent starts and/or codas
wCC w len wnwin for selection of best non-overlapping window combination
procedure allows us to measure and use for tomographic inversion
almost any part of the seismic signal. We do not need to identify
specific seismic phases, as the kernel will take care of defining
the relevant sensitivities. However, there is nothing in the adjoint
method itself that prevents us from constructing an adjoint kernel
from noise-dominated data, thereby polluting our inversion. An
appropriate data selection strategy for adjoint tomography should
therefore define measurement time windows that cover as much
of a given seismogram as possible, whilst avoiding portions of the
waveform that are dominated by noise.
From a signal processing point of view, the simplest way to avoid
serious contamination by noise is to select and measure strong sig-
nals, which in seismology correspond to seismic arrivals. Our strat-
egy is therefore to select time windows on the synthetic seismogram
within which the waveform contains a distinct arrival, and then re-
quire an adequate correspondence between observed and synthetic
waveforms within these windows. This selection paradigm is gen-
eral, and can be applied to synthetic seismograms regardless of how
they have been obtained. It is clear, however, that a synthetic seis-
mogram obtained by 3-D propagation through a good 3-D Earth
model will provide a better fit to the observed seismogram over a
greater proportion of its length than will be the case for a more
approximate synthetic seismogram.
To isolate changes in amplitude or frequency content potentially
associated with distinct arrivals, we need to analyse the character of
the synthetic waveform itself. This analysis is similar to that used on
observed waveforms in automated phase detection algorithms for
the routine location of earthquakes. In designing our time-window
selection algorithm, we have taken a tool used in this detection
process—the short-term average/long-term average ratio—and ap-
plied it to the definition of time windows around distinct seismic
phases.
The choices made in time-window selection for tomography
are interconnected with all aspects of the tomographic inversion
process, from the waveform simulation method (direct problem),
through the choice of measurement method, to the method used
to obtain sensitivity kernels, and the inversion method itself. One
of the major difficulties in defining a general data selection strat-
egy is the great range of possible choices open to the tomographer.
We have designed a configurable data selection process that can be
adapted to different tomographic scenarios by tuning a handful of
parameters (see Table 1). Although we have designed our algorithm
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for use in adjoint tomography, its inherent flexibility should make
it useful in many data-selection applications.
We have successfully applied our windowing algorithm, the de-
tails of which are described in Section 2, to diverse seismolog-
ical scenarios: local and near regional tomography in Southern
California, regional subduction-zone tomography in Japan, and
global tomography. We present examples from each of these sce-
narios in Section 3, and we discuss the use of the algorithm in the
context of tomography in Section 4.
2 THE SELECT ION ALGORITHM
Our open-source algorithm, called FLEXWIN to reflect its FLEXi-
bility in picking time WINdows for measurement, operates on pairs
of observed and synthetic single component seismograms. There is
no restriction on the type of simulation used to generate the synthet-
ics, though realistic Earth models and more complete propagation
theories yield waveforms that are more similar to the observed seis-
mograms, and thereby allow the definition of measurement windows
covering more of the available data. The input seismograms can be
measures of displacement, velocity, or acceleration, indifferently.
There is no requirement for horizontal signals to be rotated into
radial and transverse directions. All the synthetic seismograms pre-
sented in this paper have been generated using the SPECFEM3D
package (Komatitsch et al. 2002, 2004).
The window selection process has five stages, each of which
is discussed individually below: Stage A: pre-processing; Stage B:
definition of preliminary measurement windows; Stage C: rejection
of preliminary windows based on the content of the synthetic seis-
mogram alone; Stage D: rejection of preliminary windows based
on the differences between observed and synthetic seismograms;
Stage E: resolution of preliminary window overlaps. The parame-
ters that permit tuning of the window selection towards a specific
tomographic scenario are all contained in a simple parameter file
(see Table 1). More complexity and finer tuning can be obtained
by making some of these parameters time-dependent via user de-
fined functions that can depend on the source parameters (e.g. event
location or depth).
2.1 Stage A
The purpose of this stage is to pre-process input seismograms, to
reject noisy records, and to set up a secondary waveform (the short-
term average/long-term average ratio) derived from the envelope of
the synthetic seismogram. This STA:LTA waveform will be used
later to define preliminary measurement windows.
We apply minimal and identical pre-processing to both observed
and synthetic seismograms: removal of any linear trend, tapering,
and bandpass filtering with a non-causal Butterworth filter, whose
short and long period corners we denote by T 0 and T 1, respectively.
Values of these corner periods should reflect the information content
of the data, the quality of the Earth model, and the accuracy of the
simulation used to generate the synthetic seismograms. All further
references to ‘seismograms’ in this paper will refer to these filtered
waveforms.
Our next step is to reject seismograms that are dominated by
noise. This rejection is based on two signal-to-noise criteria that
compare the power and amplitude of the signal to those of the
background noise (given by the observed waveform before the
first P-wave arrival). The power signal-to-noise ratio is defined as
SNRP = P signal/P noise, where the time-normalized power in the
signal and noise portions of the data are defined, respectively, by
Psignal = 1
tE − tA
∫ tE
tA
d2(t) dt, (1)
Pnoise = 1
tA − t0
∫ tA
t0
d2(t) dt, (2)
where d(t) denotes the observed seismogram, t 0 is its start time,
tA is set to be slightly before the time of the first arrival, and tE
is the end of the main signal (a good choice for tE is the end of
the dispersed surface wave). The amplitude signal-to-noise ratio is
defined analogously as SNRA = Asignal/Anoise, where Asignal and
Anoise are the maximum values of |d(t)| in the signal and noise
time-spans, respectively. The limits for these two signal-to-noise
ratios are given by the parameters rP and rA in Table 1. We reject
any record for which SNRP < rP or SNRA < rA.
Detection and identification of seismic phase arrivals is routinely
performed by automated earthquake location algorithms (e.g. Allen
1982; Earle & Shearer 1994; Aster & Rowe 2000; Bai & Kennett
2000; Sleeman & van Eck 2003). We have taken a tool used in most
implementations of the automated detection process—the short-
term average long-term average ratio (e.g. Withers et al. 1998;
Bai & Kennett 2001)—and adapted it to the task of defining time
windows around seismic phases. Given a synthetic seismogram
s(t), we derive an STA:LTA time-series using an iterative algorithm
applied to the envelope of the synthetic. If we denote the Hilbert
transform of the synthetic seismogram byH[s(t)], its envelope e(t)
is given by
e(t) = |s(t) + iH[s(t)]|. (3)
To create the STA:LTA waveform E(t), we discretize the envelope
time series with time step t , calculate its short term average S(ti)
and its long term average L(ti) recursively
S(ti ) = CSS(ti−1) + e(ti ), (4)
L(ti ) = CL L(ti−1) + e(ti ), (5)
and obtain their ratio: E(ti) = S(ti)/L(ti). The constants CS and
CL determine the decay of the relative weighting of earlier parts
of the signal in the calculation of the current average. This decay
is necessarily longer for the long-term average than for the short-
term average, implying that CS < CL < 1. The choice of these
constants determines the sensitivity of the STA:LTA time-series.
Bai & Kennett (2001) used a similar time-series to analyse the
character of broad-band waveforms, and allowed the constants CS
and CL to depend on the dominant period of the waveform under
analysis. We have followed their lead in setting
CS = 10−t/T0 and CL = 10−t/12T0 , (6)
where the use of T 0, the low-pass corner period of our bandpass
filter, substitutes that of the dominant period.
The STA:LTA of a constant signal converges to a constant value
when the length of the time-series is greater than the effective av-
eraging length of the long-term average. An energy arrival in e(t)
causes E(t) to rise sharply, then drop to below the convergence value
after the arrival, before stabilizing again. The maximum height
reached by E(t) for a given T 0 depends on the amplitude of the
arrival in e(t) and on its duration: higher amplitudes and shorter
durations cause higher E(t) values. The depth to which E(t) drops
after the end of the arrival depends on the same parameters: higher
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Figure 1. Synthetic seismogram and its corresponding envelope and STA:LTA timeseries. The seismogram was calculated using SPECFEM3D and the Earth
model S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 2004) for the CMT catalogue event 050295B, whose details can be found in Table 2. The station, ABKT, is at an epicentral
distance of 14 100 km and at an azimuth of 44◦ from the event. The top panel shows the vertical component synthetic seismogram, filtered between periods of
50 and 150 seconds. The center panel shows its envelope, and the bottom panel shows the corresponding STA:LTA waveform. The dashed line overlaid on the
STA:LTA waveform is the water level wE(t).
amplitudes and longer durations cause deeper drops in E(t) that take
longer to return to the convergence value for a constant signal.
An example of a synthetic seismogram and its corresponding
envelope and STA:LTA time-series E(t) is shown in Fig. 1. The E(t)
time-series starts at its value for a constant signal, then rises grad-
ually due to the tapered low level numerical noise on the synthetic.
At each seismic arrival, E(t) rises to a local maximum. We can see
from Fig. 1 that these local maxima correspond both in position and
in width to the seismic phases in the synthetic, and that the local
minima in E(t) correspond to the transitions between one phase and
the next. In the following sections we shall explain how we use these
correspondences to define time windows.
2.2 Stage B
The correspondence between local maxima in the STA:LTA wave-
form E(t) and the position of the seismic phases in the synthetic
seismogram suggests that we should centre time windows around
these local maxima. The correspondence between the local minima
in E(t) and the transition between successive phases suggests the
time windows should start and end at these local minima. In the
case of complex phases, there may be several local maxima and
minima within a short time-span. To correctly window these com-
plex phases, we must determine rules for deciding when adjacent
local maxima should be part of a single window. From an algorith-
mic point of view, it is simpler to create all possible combinations
of adjacent windows and subsequently reject the unacceptable ones,
than to consider combining small, single-maximum windows into
larger ones.
We start by defining a water level on E(t) via the time-dependent
parameter wE(t) in Table 1. All local maxima that lie above wE(t)
are considered acceptable, and are used for the creation of candidate
time windows. The water level shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to wE =
0.08 for the duration of the main seismic signal. Once set for typical
seismograms for a given seismological scenario, it is not necessary
to change wE for each seismogram. This is also true of all the other
parameters in Table 1: once the system has been tuned, these pa-
rameters remain unchanged and are used for all seismic events in
the same scenario. A summary of the main considerations the user
should take into account to tune these parameters can be found in
Appendix A. Functional forms of the time-dependent parameters
are defined by the user, can depend on information about the earth-
quake source and the receiver, and also remain unchanged once the
system has been tuned. For the example in Fig. 1, we have required
the water level wE(t) to double after the end of the surface-wave ar-
rivals (as defined by the epicentral distance and a group velocity of
3.2 km s−1) to avoid creating time windows after R1.
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(c) (d)
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Window creation process. The thick black line represents the STA:LTA waveform E(t), and the thick horizontal dashed line its water level wE(t).
Local maxima are indicated by alternating red and blue dots, windows are indicated by two-headed horizontal arrows. The time of the local maximum used as
the window seed tM is denoted by the position of the dot. Only windows for the fourth local maximum are shown. (b) Rejection of candidate windows based
on the amplitude of the local minima. The two deep local minima indicated by the grey arrows form virtual barriers. All candidate windows that cross these
barriers are rejected. (c) Rejection of candidate windows based on the prominence of the seed maximum. The local maxima indicated by the grey arrows are
too low compared to the local minima adjacent to them. All windows that have these local maxima as their seed are rejected (black crosses over the window
segments below the timeseries). (d) Shortening of long coda windows. The grey bar indicates the maximum coda duration c4bT 0. Note that after the rejection
based on prominence represented in (c) and before shortening of long coda windows represented in (d), the algorithm rejects candidate windows based on the
separation of distinct phases, a process that is illustrated in Fig. 3.
We take each acceptable local maximum in turn as a seed max-
imum, and create all possible candidate windows that contain it,
as illustrated by Fig. 2(a). Each candidate window is defined by
three times: its start time tS , its end time tE and the time of its seed
maximum tM . The start and end times correspond to local minima
in E(t). It is important to note that in many of the window rejection
algorithms, tM will be significant. For N local maxima that lie above
wE(t), the number of preliminary candidate windows defined in this
manner is
Nwin =
N∑
n=1
[nN − (n − 1)2] ∼ O(N 3). (7)
2.3 Stage C
After having created a complete set of candidate time windows in the
manner described above, we start the rejection process. We reject
windows based on two sets of criteria concerning, respectively,
the shape of the STA:LTA waveform E(t), and the similarity of the
observed and synthetic waveforms d(t) and s(t) within each window.
Here we describe the first set of criteria; the second set is described
in the following section.
The aim of shape-based window rejection is to retain the set
of candidate time windows within which the synthetic waveform
s(t) contains well-developed seismic phases or groups of phases.
The four rejection criteria described here are parametrized by the
constants c0−3 in Table 1, and are scaled in time by T 0 and in
amplitude by wE(t). We apply these criteria sequentially.
First, we reject all windows that contain internal local minima of
E(t) whose amplitude is less than c0wE(t). We have seen above that
local minima of E(t) tend to lie on the transitions between seismic
phases. By rejecting windows that span deep local minima, we are
in fact forcing partitioning of unequivocally distinct seismic phases
into separate time windows (see Fig. 2b). Second, we reject windows
whose length is less than c1T 0. By rejecting short windows, we are
requiring that time windows be long enough to contain useful infor-
mation. Third, we reject windows whose seed maximum E(tM ) rises
by less than c2wE(tM ) above either of its adjacent minima. Subdued
local maxima of this kind represent minor changes in waveform
character, and should not be used to anchor time windows. They
may, however, be included within a time window with a more promi-
nent seed maximum (see Fig. 2c). Lastly, we reject windows that
contain at least one strong phase arrival that is well separated in time
from tM . The rejection is performed using the following criterion:
h/hM > f (T/T0; c3a, c3b), (8)
where hM is the height of the seed maximum E(tM ) above the deepest
minimum between itself and another maximum, h is the height of
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Figure 3. Rejection of candidate windows based on the separation of distinct phases. (a) Heights of pairs of local maxima above their intervening minimum. (b)
The black line represents f (T /T 0) from eq. (9) with c3a = c3b = 1. Vertical bars represent h/hM for each pair of maxima. Their position along the horizontal
axis is given by the time separation T between the maxima of each pair. The colour of the bar is given by the colour of the seed maximum corresponding to
hM . Bars whose height exceeds the f (T /T 0) line represent windows to be rejected. (c) The windows that have been rejected by this criterion are indicated
by black crosses.
this other maximum above the same minimum, and f is a function
of the time separation T between the two maxima (see Fig. 3).
The function f (T ) has the following form:
f (T ) =
{
c3a T/T0 ≤ c3b,
c3a exp
[− (T/T0 − c3b)2/c23b] T/T0 > c3b. (9)
If we take as an example c3a = 1, this criterion leads to the automatic
rejection of windows containing a local maximum that is higher
than their seed maximum; it also leads to the rejection of windows
containing a local maximum that is lower than their seed maximum
if this local maximum is sufficiently distant in time from tM . This
criterion allows us to distinguish unseparable phase groups from
distinct seismic phases.
The candidate windows that remain after application of these
four rejection criteria are almost ready to be passed on to the next
stage, in which we shall evaluate the similarity between observed
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Figure 4. Window rejection applied to real data. Top panel: observed (black) and synthetic (red) seismograms for the 050295B event recorded at ABKT
(see Fig. 1). Subsequent panels: candidate windows at different stages, separated into Stage C (shape based rejection) and Stage D (fit based rejection). Each
candidate window is indicated by a black segment. The number of windows at each stage is shown to the left of the panel.
and synthetic waveforms within the window limits. Special pre-
cautions may have to be taken, however, in the case of windows
that contain long coda waves: the details of codas are often poorly
matched by synthetic seismogram calculations, as they are essen-
tially caused by multiple scattering processes. To avoid rejecting a
nicely fitting phase because of a poorly fitting coda or a poorly fitting
emergent start, we introduce the c4 tuning parameters, which permit
shortening of windows starting with monotonically increasing E(t)
or ending with monotonically decreasing E(t). These windows are
shortened on the left if they start earlier than c4aT 0 before their first
local maximum, and on the right if they end later than c4bT 0 after
their last local maximum (see Fig. 2d).
Figs 2 and 3 illustrate the shape-based rejection procedure
(Stage C) on a schematic E(t) time-series. Each successive criterion
reduces the number of acceptable candidate windows. A similar
reduction occurs when this procedure is applied to real E(t) time-
series, as shown by the upper portion of Fig. 4.
2.4 Stage D
After having greatly reduced the number of candidate windows by
rejection based on the shape of the STA:LTA timeseries E(t), we
are now left with a set of windows that contain well-developed
seismic phases or groups of phases on the synthetic seismogram.
The next stage is to evaluate the degree of similarity between the
observed and synthetic seismograms within these windows, and to
reject those that fail basic fit-based criteria. For each window, we
consider the windowed waveforms d˜(t) and s˜(t) to be the product
of d(t) and s(t) with a boxcar function that is unity between start
and end times of the window and zero elsewhere.
The quantities we use to define well-behavedness of data within
a window are signal-to-noise ratio SNRW , normalised cross-
correlation value between observed and synthetic seismograms
CC, cross-correlation time lag τ , and amplitude ratio ln A. The
signal-to-noise ratio for single windows is defined as an amplitude
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Figure 5. Time-dependent fit based criteria for the 050295B event recorded at ABKT. The time-dependence of these criteria is given by the formulae in
Appendix A1.1. The lower limit on acceptable cross-correlation value, CC0 (solid line), is 0.85 for most of the duration of the seismogram; it is lowered to
0.75 during the approximate surface-wave window defined by the group velocities 4.2 km s−1 and 3.2 km s−1, and is raised to 0.95 thereafter. The upper limit
on time lag, τ 0 (dotted line), is 21 s for the whole seismogram. The upper limit on amplitude ratio,  ln A0 (dashed line), is 1.0 for most of the seismogram; it
is reduced to 1/3 of this value after the end of the surface-waves.
ratio, SNRW = Awindow/Anoise, where Awindow is the maximum of
|˜d(t)|, and Anoise is the maximum value of |d(t)| in the noise time-
span (the noise time-span is the same as that for eq. 2). The cross-
correlation value CC is defined as the maximum value of the nor-
malised cross-correlation function, CC = max [(t)], where
(t) =
∫
s˜(t ′ )˜d(t ′ − t) dt ′[∫
s˜2(t ′) dt ′
∫
d˜2(t ′ − t) dt ′]1/2 (10)
quantifies the similarity in shape between the s˜(t) and d˜(t) wave-
forms, and the integration limits are the start and end times of the
window. The time lag τ is defined as the value of t at which 
is maximal, and quantifies the delay in time between a synthetic
and observed phase arrival. The amplitude ratio ln A is defined as
the amplitude ratio between observed and synthetic seismograms
(Dahlen & Baig 2002)
 ln A = ln(Aobs/Asyn) = 0.5 ln
[∫
d˜2(t) dt∫
s˜2(t) dt
]
(11)
(note that Dahlen & Baig 2002, eq. 3 is the first-order approxima-
tion of eq. 11). The limits that trigger rejection of windows based
on the values of these four quantities are the parameters r 0(t),
CC0(t), τ ref , τ 0(t), ln Aref and ln A0(t) in Table 1. As for
the STA:LTA water level wE(t) used above, the functional forms
of the time-dependent parameters are defined by the user, and can
depend on source and receiver parameters such as epicentral dis-
tance and earthquake depth. Examples of functional forms for these
parameters can be found in Appendix A1. Fig. 5 shows the time
dependence of CC0, τ 0 and ln A0 for the example seismogram
of Fig. 4.
We only accept candidate windows that satisfy all of the follow-
ing:
SNRW ≥ r0(tM ), (12)
CC ≥ CC0(tM ), (13)
τmin ≤ τ ≤ τmax, (14)
 ln Amin ≤  ln A ≤  ln Amax, (15)
where
τmin ≡ τref − τ0(tM ), (16)
τmax ≡ τref + τ0(tM ), (17)
 ln Amin ≡  ln Aref −  ln A0(tM ), (18)
 ln Amax ≡  ln Aref +  ln A0(tM ), (19)
and tM is the time of the window’s seed maximum. In words, we
only accept windows in which the observed signal is sufficiently
above the noise level, the observed and synthetic signals are rea-
sonably similar in shape, their arrival time differences are small,
and their amplitudes are broadly compatible. The parameters τ ref
and ln Aref allow the algorithm to work efficiently when there are
systematic differences between data and synthetics. For example, if
the Earth model is on average too fast, then τ ref should be set to a
positive value. Or if the magnitudes of the synthetic sources lead to
systematically non-zero ln A values, then ln Aref should be cho-
sen accordingly. In practice, these reference values should designate
the approximate center-value of the distribution of measurements
(see, for example, Fig. 17c).
When the synthetic and observed seismograms are similar, the
fit-based criteria of eqs (13)–(15) reject only a few of the candidate
data windows (see lower portion of Fig. 4). They are essential,
however, in eliminating problems due secondary events (natural or
man-made), diffuse noise sources, or instrumental glitches.
2.5 Stage E
After having rejected candidate data windows that fail any of the
shape or similarity based criteria described above, we are left with
a small number of windows, each of which taken singly would be
an acceptable time window for measurement. As can be seen from
Fig. 2(d) and the last panel of Fig. 4, the remaining windows may
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overlap partially or totally with their neighbours. Such overlaps are
problematic for automated measurement schemes, as they lead to
multiple measurements of those features in the seismogram that lie
within the overlapping portions. Resolving this overlap problem is
the last step in the windowing process.
Overlap resolution can be seen as a set of choices leading to
the determination of an optimal set of time windows. What do we
mean by optimal? For our purposes, an optimal set of time windows
contains only windows that have passed all previous tests, that do
not overlap with other windows in the set, and that cover as much
of the seismogram as possible. When choosing between candidate
windows, we favour those within which the observed and synthetic
seismograms are most similar (high values of CC). Furthermore,
should we have the choice between two short windows and a longer,
equally well-fitting one covering the same time-span, we may wish
to favour the longer window as this poses a stronger constraint on
the tomographic inversion.
The condition that optimal windows should have passed all pre-
vious tests removes the straightforward solution of merging over-
lapping windows. Indeed, given any two overlapping windows, we
know that the window defined by their merger existed in the com-
plete set of candidate windows obtained at the end of Stage B, and
that its absence from the current set means it was rejected either
because of the shape of its E(t) time-series (Stage C), or because
of an inadequate similarity between observed and synthetic wave-
forms (Stage D). It would therefore be meaningless to re-instate
such a window at this stage. Any modification of current candidate
windows would be disallowed by similar considerations. We must
therefore choose between overlapping candidates.
We make this choice by constructing all possible non-overlapping
subsets of candidate windows, and scoring each subset on three cri-
teria: length of seismogram covered by the windows, average cross-
correlation value for the windows, and total number of windows.
These criteria often work against each other. For example, a long
window may have a lower CC than two shorter ones, if the two short
ones have different time lags τ . Weighting of the three scores is
Figure 6. The selection of the best non-overlapping window combinations. Each grey box represents a distinct group of windows. Non-overlapping subsets of
windows are shown on separate lines. Only one line from within each group will be chosen, the one corresponding to the highest score obtained in eq. (23).
The resulting optimal set of data windows is shown by thick arrows.
necessary, and is controlled by the three parameters wCC, w len and
wnwin in Table 1.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the generation of subsets is facilitated
by first grouping candidate windows such that no group overlaps
with any other group. The selection of the optimal subsets can then
be performed independently within each group. We score each non-
overlapping subset of windows within a group using the following
three metrics:
SCC =
Nset∑
i
CCi/Nset, (20)
Slen =
[
Nset∑
i
t ei − t si
]/[
t eg − t sg
]
, (21)
Snwin = 1 − Nset/Ngroup, (22)
where CCi is the cross-correlation value of the ith window in the
subset, N set is the number of windows in the subset, N group is the
number of windows in the group, and t si , t
e
i , t
s
g and t
e
g are, respectively,
the start and end times of the ith candidate window in the set, and
of the group itself. The three scores are combined into one using
the weighting parameters:
S = wCCSCC + wlenSlen + wnwinSnwin
wCC + wlen + wnwin . (23)
The best subset of candidate windows within each group is the one
with the highest combined score S. The final set of windows is
given by concatenating the best subsets of candidate windows for
each group. Fig. 7(a) shows an example of final windows selected
on real data.
3 WINDOWING EXAMPLES
We present a set of examples showing the results of the FLEXWIN
algorithm applied to real data. These examples illustrate the
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Figure 7. Window selection results for event 050295B from Table 2 recorded at ABKT (37.93◦N, 58.11◦E,  = 127◦, vertical component). (a) Top: observed
and synthetic seismograms (black and red traces); bottom: STA:LTA timeseries E(t). Windows chosen by the algorithm are shown using light blue shading.
The phases contained within these windows are: (1) PP, (2) PS + SP, (3) SS, (4) SSS, (5) S5, (6) S6, (7) fundamental mode Rayleigh wave. (b) Ray paths
corresponding to the body-wave phases present in the data windows in (a). (c) Window selection results for event 200808270646A from Table 2 recorded at
OTAV (0.24◦N, 78.45◦W,  = 119◦, vertical component). Phases contained within selected windows: (1) Sdiff and PS + SP, (2) SS, (3) fundamental mode
Rayleigh wave. (d) Ray paths corresponding to the body-wave phases present in the data windows in (c).
robustness and flexibility of the algorithm. We have applied the
algorithm to three tomographic scenarios, with very different ge-
ographical extents and distinct period ranges: long-period global
tomography (50–150 s), regional tomography of the Japan subduc-
tion zone down to 700 km (6–120 s), and regional tomography of
southern California down to 60 km (2–30 s). For each of these
scenarios, we compare observed seismograms to spectral-element
synthetics, using our algorithm to select time windows on the pairs
of timeseries.
The windowing algorithm itself has little prior knowledge of seis-
mology, other than in the most general terms: it considers a seismo-
gram to be a succession of seismic phases indicated by changes in
amplitude and frequency of the signal with time; it is based upon
the idea that the short-term to long-term average ratio STA:LTA is
a good indicator of the arrival of such phases; it has a notion of the
characteristics of an optimal set of data windows. All other prior
information—the frequency range to be considered, the portions
of the seismogram to be excluded, the acceptable signal-to-noise
ratios, the tolerance of dissimilarity between the observed and syn-
thetic seismogram—varies greatly between any two seismological
studies. In order to ensure maximum flexibility of our windowing
algorithm, all such scenario-dependent information is encapsulated
in the tuning parameters of Table 1.
We tuned the windowing algorithm separately for each of the
three scenarios we present here, and we present examples based
on the events listed in Table 2. Tuning parameter values for each
scenario can be found in Table 3, whereas the functional forms of
the time-dependent parameters can be found in Appendix A1. Once
tuned for a given scenario, the algorithm is applied to all its events
without further modification.
3.1 Global tomography
Our first scenario is a global scale, long-period tomographic study.
We calculate spectral-element synthetic seismograms through an
Earth model for which the mantle is given by the S20RTS model
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Table 2. Example events used in this study. The identifier refers to the CMT catalogue for global events and Japan events, and refers to the
Southern California Earthquake Data Center catalogue for southern California events.
Identifier Latitude Longitude Depth, km Moment, N m Mw Location
Global
101895B 28.06 130.18 18.5 5.68e19 7.1 Ryukyu Islands
200808270646A −10.49 41.44 24.0 4.68e17 5.7 Comoros Region
050295B −3.77 −77.07 112.8 1.27e19 6.7 Northern Peru
060994A −13.82 −67.25 647.1 2.63e21 8.2 Northern Bolivia
Japan
051502B 24.66 121.66 22.4 1.91e18 6.1 Taiwan
200511211536A 30.97 130.31 155.0 2.13e18 6.2 Kyuhu, Japan
091502B 44.77 130.04 589.4 4.24e18 6.4 Northeastern China
Southern California
9983429 35.01 −119.14 13.5 9.19e15 4.6 Wheeler Ridge, California
9818433 33.91 −117.78 9.4 3.89e15 4.3 Yorba Linda, California
Table 3. Values of standard and fine-tuning parameters for the three seismological scenarios discussed in this study.
Global Japan S. California
T 0,1 50, 150 24, 120 6, 30 6, 30 3, 30 2, 30
r P,A 3.5, 3.0 3.5, 3.0 3.5, 3.0 3.0, 2.5 2.5, 3.5 2.5, 3.5
r 0 2.5 1.5 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
wE 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.18 0.11 0.07
CC0 0.85 0.70 0.73 0.71 0.80 0.85
τ 0 15 12.0 3.0 8.0 4.0 3.0
ln A0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0
τ ref 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 2.0 1.0
ln Aref 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
c0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.3 1.0
c1 4.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 5.0
c2 0.3 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
c3a,b 1.0, 2.0 1.0, 2.0 1.0, 2.0 3.0, 2.0 4.0, 2.5 4.0, 2.5
c4a,b 3.0, 10.0 3.0, 25.0 3.0, 12.0 2.5, 12.0 2.0, 6.0 2.0, 6.0
wCC, w len, wnwin 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 0.5,1.0,0.7 0.70,0.25,0.05 1,1,1
of Ritsema et al. (2004), and the crust by the CRUST2.0 model
of Bassin et al. (2000). The degree-20 S-wave velocity model
S20RTS defines isotropic perturbations to radially anisotropic
PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981); the SPECFEM3D imple-
mentation of S20RTS takes P-wave velocity anomalies from the
degree-12 P-wave velocity model of Ritsema & van Heijst (2002).
CRUST2.0 specifies a seven-layer crustal seismic velocity and den-
sity profile for each cell on a 2◦ grid. The S20RTS+CRUST2.0
combination produces synthetics that are a good match to observed
seismograms for periods longer than 35–40 s. For our examples, we
shall be working in the period range 50–150 s.
Here we discuss windowing results for shadow-zone seismo-
grams of four earthquakes listed in Table 2: a shallow event in the
Ryukyu Islands, Japan (101895B), a smaller magnitude shallow
event in the Comoros region, between Mozambique and Madagas-
car (200808270646A), an intermediate depth event in northern Peru
(050295B), and a strong deep event in northern Bolivia (060994A).
We focus on shadow zone seismograms as these contain a large
number of often poorly time-separated phases, and pose a greater
windowing challenge than more commonly used teleseismic seis-
mograms.
Windowing results for these seismograms (one example per
earthquake) are shown in Figs 7(a), (c) and 8(a), (c). The first
observation we make when looking at these examples is that the
synthetics match the data well, indicating that the Earth model
S20RTS+CRUST2.0 provides a good 3-D image of how the
Earth is seen by 50–150 s seismic waves. The fit is far from
perfect, though, as is attested by the shape differences, time-
lags and amplitude differences visible on many seismic phases;
these indicate that there is room for improving the Earth model
and possibly certain earthquake parameters even at these low
frequencies.
The second observation we make is that our algorithm has placed
time windows around most of the significant features that stand out
in the STA:LTA timeseries E(t) and in the seismograms themselves,
and that the window limits also seem to be sensibly placed. These
windows were selected according to the purely signal processing
algorithm described in the previous section, which has no knowl-
edge of Earth structure or of seismic phases and their traveltime
curves. To demonstrate the ability of such an Earth-blind algorithm
to set windows around actual seismic phases, we have identified the
seismic arrivals contained within the chosen data windows, using
standard PREM-based traveltime curves. We have found that most
of the features within the windows in Figs 7(a), (c) and 8(a), (c)
correspond to known seismic phases, which are listed in the corre-
sponding figure captions. We have also traced the body-wave ray
paths corresponding to these phases and show them in Figs 7(b),
(d) and 8(b), (d); these ray path plots serve to illustrate the con-
siderable amount of information contained in a single seismogram,
even a long period seismogram, when all the usable seismic phases
are considered. Fewer useable seismic phases are windowed for the
smaller magnitude event in Fig. 7(c).
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Figure 8. (a) Window selection results for event 101895B from Table 2 recorded at LBTB (25.01◦S, 25.60◦E,  = 113◦, radial component). Phases contained
within selected windows: (1) SKS, (2) PS + SP, (3) SS, (4) fundamental mode Rayleigh wave (5) unidentified late phase. (b) Body-wave ray paths corresponding
to data windows in (a). (c) Window selection results for event 060994A from Table 2 recorded at WUS (41.20◦N, 79.22◦E,  = 140◦, transverse component).
Phases contained within selected windows: (1) Sdiff , (2) sSdiff , (3) SS, (4) sSS followed by SSS, (5) sS5 + S6, (6) sS6 + S7 followed by sS7, (7) major arc
sS4, (8) major arc sS6. (d) Body-wave ray paths corresponding to data windows in (c).
Not all the features within a given seismogram are identifiable as
seismic phases. For example, the second window in Fig. 8(b) seems
to contain two features. When we look at periods shorter than 50 s,
the first feature retains its character and is clearly identifiable as
sSdiff , whereas the second feature looses its character entirely and
is more readily assimilated to a generic S wave coda than to a
distinct seismic phase. This feature is present in both observed and
synthetic seismograms, and undoubtedly contains information. The
particularity of our windowing algorithm is to treat such features
as information, without trying to identify their sources. A scheme
that permits the computation of sensitivity kernels for such features
(e.g. the adjoint scheme), would allow measurements made on them
to be interpreted and inverted correctly. Other methods of determin-
ing measurement sensitivities may have more difficulty dealing with
them. These considerations illustrate the strong ties that exist be-
tween the selection, measurement and interpretation stages of any
study using seismological data.
We have described those seismic phases and other features in the
seismograms that have been selected by our windowing algorithm.
Equally important are the phases that have been rejected. Two such
phases are P diff and S4 on the vertical component seismogram in
Fig. 7(a). We can identify the reasons for the rejection of these
phases by comparing the selected time windows with the candidate
windows at each stage in the rejection process (Fig. 4). The P diff
phase, though small on the long period seismogram, gives rise to a
strong maximum on the E(t) timeseries and therefore to at least one
candidate window. Candidate windows containing P diff disappear
from Fig. 4 at the SNR W based rejection stage, indicating that
this phase was rejected for its low signal-to-noise ratio. The S4
phase also gives rise to a distinct maximum in E(t), and to its own
candidate window that is still present at the end of both window
rejection stages (it corresponds to the fourth window from the right
at the bottom of Fig. 4). As the S4 candidate and its neighbour the S5
candidate overlap, the algorithm has to choose between them using
eq. (23). The fit to the shape of S4 is worse than that to S5, therefore
the S4 window is discarded. It is helpful, when setting and tuning
the values of the parameters in Table 1, to analyse the rejection
and overlap resolution steps as we have done here for a number
of representative seismograms, seeking to avoid the acceptance of
unreasonable candidate windows, and to minimize the rejection of
acceptable ones.
A further appreciation of the windowing results is given by event-
based summaries such as those in Fig. 9, which show at a glance
the geographical path distribution of records containing accept-
able windows, the distribution of CC, τ and ln A values within
the accepted time windows, and time-window record sections.
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Figure 9. (a)–(c) Summary plots of windowing results for event 101895B in Table 2. (a) Global map showing great-circle paths to stations. (b) Histograms of
number of windows as a function of normalised cross-correlation CC, time-lag τ and amplitude ratio ln A; these give information about systematic trends in
time-shift and amplitude scaling. (c) Record sections of selected windows for the vertical, radial and transverse components. The filled portions of the each
record in the section indicate where windows have been selected by the algorithm. (d)–(f) Summary plots of windowing results for event 060994A in Table 2.
Comparison of the summary plots for the shallow Ryukyu Islands
event and the deep Bolivia event (Fig. 9b and e, respectively) shows
that both have similar one-sided distributions of CC values, strongly
biased towards the higher degrees of similarity CC > 0.95. The two
events also have similar two-sided ln A distributions that peak at
ln A 
 0.25, indicating that on average the synthetics underesti-
mate the amplitude of the observed waveforms by 25 per cent. We
cannot know at this stage if this anomaly is due to an underestima-
tion of the seismic moments of the events, or to an overestimation
of attenuation. The τ distributions for the two events are also
two-sided. The shallow event τ values peak between 0 and 4 s, in-
dicating that the synthetics are moderately faster than the observed
records; the deep event τ distribution peaks at much higher time
lags of 8–10 s. Possible explanations for these large average time
lags include an origin time error, and/or an overestimation of the
seismic velocity at the source location.
3.2 Regional tomography of the Japan subduction zone
Our second scenario is a regional-scale tomographic study of the
Japan subduction zone, using a set of local events within the
depth range 0–600 km. The lateral dimensions of the domain are
44◦(EW)×33◦(NS) (108–152◦E and 18–51◦N). The initial model
is constructed using the southeast Asia model of Lebedev & Nolet
(2003) as the background model, with P-wave velocity anomalies
added from a high-resolution Japan P-wave model (Zhao et al.
1994) and S-wave velocity anomalies scaled to P by a factor of
1.5 (Chen et al. 2007a). Two different crustal models are imple-
mented in the spectral-element mesh: inside the region of the high-
resolution model (32–45◦N, 130–145◦E and down to 500 km), the
crustal model is derived from the arrival times of local shallow earth-
quakes (Zhao et al. 1992); outside this region, the crustal model is
CRUST2.0 (Bassin et al. 2000).
We collected data for more than 200 events with Mw 4.5–8
that occurred between 2000 and 2006. The source locations and
focal mechanisms are the centroid-moment tensor (CMT) solu-
tions. We used a total of 818 stations from three different networks
(GSN, F-net and Hi-net): the 119 stations of the GSN and F-net
provide broad-band records, whereas the 699 Hi-net stations pro-
vide only high-frequency records. We use the one-chunk version of
spectral-element code to calculate synthetic seismograms accurate
at periods of ∼6 s and longer (Chen et al. 2007a), and present re-
sults for two period ranges: 6–30 s, using all the records, and 24–
120 s, using the broad-band records only.
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Figure 10. Window selection results for event 091502B from Table 2 recorded at station KIS ( = 11.79◦). (a) Map showing all stations with at least one
measurement window for the period range 24–120 s for this event. Red triangle denotes station KIS. (b) Results for station KIS for the period range 24–120 s.
Vertical (Z), radial (R), and transverse (T) records of data (black, left column) and synthetics (red, left column), as well as the STA:LTA records (right column)
used to produce the window picks. (c) Results for station KIS for the period range 6–30 s.
Figs 10 and 11 show windowing results for two events at two
different depths (Table 2): 091502B, 589.4 km deep, northeastern
China; 200511211536A, 155 km deep, Kyushu, Japan. We have
tuned the windowing algorithm using different sets of parameters
for the two period ranges (see Table 3). In the period range 24–
120 s, the water level is raised after the surface-wave arrivals to
exclude the later arrivals that are not sensitive to upper-mantle
structure. In the period range 6–30 s, the water level is raised after
the S-wave arrivals to exclude the surface-waves, as the current
crustal model is not detailed enough to predict the short-period
surface-waves.
Fig. 10 shows an example of window picks for a deep event
beneath northeastern China (091502B) recorded at station KIS. The
seismograms from this event are relatively simple, containing only
two major body-wave arrivals (P and S). The windowing algorithm’s
similarity criterion comes into play here, causing it not to pick
the short-period S arrival on the vertical component (Fig. 10c) as
the distorted S-wave waveform of the data is quite different from the
Gaussian shaped synthetics. The long-period S-wave arrival on the
same component is selected due to higher data-synthetic waveform
similarity (Fig. 10b).
The records of the intermediate-depth event (200511211536A)
recorded by station SHR (Fig. 11) contain more seismic phases
than the previous two examples. On the vertical component of the
short-period seismogram (Fig. 11c), the P-wave arrives at ∼230 s,
immediately followed by pP and sPn, and the S-wave arrives at
∼420 s, followed by sS and PcP. The windowing algorithm selects
separate windows for the P , sPn, S and sS arrivals on the vertical
component, and selects only the P and sPn arrivals on the radial
component. In the period range 24–120 s (Fig. 11b), the P and S
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Figure 11. Window selection results for event 20051121536A from Table 2 recorded at station SHR ( = 17.47◦). (a) Map showing all stations with at least
one measurement window for the period range 24–120 s for this event. Red triangle denotes station SHR. (b) Results for station SHR for the period range
24–120 s. Vertical (Z), radial (R), and transverse (T) records of data (black, left column) and synthetics (red, left column), as well as the STA:LTA records
(right column) used to produce the window picks. (c) Results for station SHR for the period range 6–30 s.
waves merge with the arrivals that follow them, causing the win-
dowing algorithm to select wave packets instead of single phases:
P + pP + sPn and S + sS + PcP on the vertical and radial
components, and S + sS on the transverse component.
Summary plots of window picks for event 200511211536A in
the two period ranges 6–30 s and 24–120 s are shown in Figs 12
and 13, respectively. On the short-period window record sections,
the windows picked by the algorithm form two main branches that
correspond to P and S arrivals. Some P arrivals are visible even
on the transverse component (Fig. 12g). The number and width
of windows for each trace varies with epicentral distance. On the
vertical and radial components (Figs 12e and f), beyond a distance
of 13◦ and after the P-arrival branch, there are two small branches
corresponding to pP and sPn, whereas after the S-arrival branch
there is another branch corresponding to sS. The summary plot for
the 24–120 s period range shows a single branch of windows on
the vertical component, that splits up into separate P- and S-wave
packets at distances greater than 15◦. The same split is visible on
the radial component, but occurs earlier (around 10◦), whereas the
transverse component windows form a single branch containing the
merged S + sS arrivals.
Comparison of the histograms in Figs 12 and 13 shows that win-
dows selected on the 24–120 s seismograms tend to have higher
degrees of waveform similarity than those selected on the 6–
30 s records. τ values peak between −5 s and 0 s in both period
ranges, indicating that the synthetics are slower than the observed
records. The particularly large peak at −2 s in the τ distribution of
Fig. 12(c) is probably due to the large number of Hi-net recordings
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Figure 12. Summary plots of windowing results for event 200511211536A in Table 2, for the period range 6–30 s. (a) Map showing paths to each station with
at least one measurement window. (b)-(d) Histograms of number of windows as a function of normalised cross-correlation CC, time-lag τ and amplitude ratio
ln A. (e)-(g) Record sections of selected windows for the vertical, radial and transverse components.
that make up the short-period range records. The ln A distribu-
tion peaks at ln A 
 0 for 24–120 s (Fig. 13d), indicating the
amplitude of the synthetics matches the amplitude of the data at
long periods. The peak at ln A 
 −0.2 in Fig. 12(d) indicates
that, on average, the synthetics overestimate the amplitude of the
observed waveforms by 20 per cent at short-periods. We cannot
know at this stage if this anomaly is due to an overestimation of
short-period energy in the source spectra of the events, or to an
underestimation of the seismic attenuation.
Fig. 14 shows summary plots of window picks for the shal-
low (051502B), intermediate (200511211536A) and deep events
(091502B) for the period range 6–30 s. Note the very large num-
bers of measurement windows picked due to the over 600 Hi-net
stations: 1361 windows for event 051502B, 1519 windows for event
200511211536A, and 2099 windows for event 091502B. Compar-
ing the statistics for these three events, we see that the degree of
similarity, CC, improves with increasing event depth, implying that
the representation of mantle structure is better than that of crustal
structure in the initial model. The ln A distributions of these three
events have similar shapes, with peaks in the range of −0.5–0. How-
ever, the τ distributions have very different features: the shallow
event (051502B) has a large peak at −9 s and another smaller peak at
8 s; the intermediate-depth event (200511211536A) has sharp peak
at −2 s; the deep event(091502B) has a more distributed τ in the
range −2 to −10 s. Possible explanations for these large average
time lags include an origin time error, and/or an underestimation of
the seismic velocity at the source location.
3.3 Local tomography in Southern California
Our last scenario is a local tomographic study of southern
California. We apply the windowing algorithm to a set of 140 events
within southern California, for which we have computed synthetic
seismograms using the spectral-element method and a regional 3-
D crustal and upper-mantle model (Komatitsch et al. 2004). This
model contains three discontinuities: the surface topography (in-
cluded in the mesh), the basement layer that separates the sedimen-
tary basins from the bedrock, and the Moho, separating the lower
crust from the upper mantle. The model includes several sedimen-
tary basins, such as the Ventura basin, the Los Angeles basin, and
the Salton trough (Komatitsch et al. 2004; Lovely et al. 2006). The
smooth 3-D background velocity model used in Komatitsch et al.
(2004) was determined by Hauksson (2000); we use an updated
version provided by Lin et al. (2007b). The physical domain of
the model is approximately 600 km by 500 km at the surface, and
extends to a depth of 60 km. Our simulations of seismic waves are
numerically accurate down to a period of 2 s.
The 140 events have Mw magnitudes between 3.5 and 5.5 and
were recorded between 1999 and 2007. The locations and origin
times are primarily from Lin et al. (2007a), and the focal mecha-
nisms are from Clinton et al. (2006), Hardebeck & Shearer (2003),
or Tan (2006).
We test the windowing code using three period ranges: 6–30 s,
3–30 s and 2–30 s. The parameters we use for the windowing code
are listed in Table 3. Figs 15 and 16 show examples of the output
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Figure 13. Summary plots of windowing results for event 200511211536A in Table 2, for the period range 24–120 s.
from the windowing algorithm for event 9818433 listed in Table 2
recorded at two different stations, whereas Fig. 17 shows a summary
plot for event 9983429 in the 6–30 s period range.
The windowing algorithm tends to identify five windows on each
set of three-component 6–30 s seismograms (Figs 15 and 17): on
the vertical and radial components the first window corresponds
to the body-wave arrival and the second to the Rayleigh wave,
whereas windows on the transverse component capture the Love
wave. The 2–30 s synthetic seismograms agree with the observed
seismograms, only in the early part of the signal, leading to fewer
picked windows. In Fig. 15c, only three windows are selected by
the algorithm: the P arrival recorded on the radial component, the S
arrival on the transverse component, and the Love-wave arrival on
the transverse component. The P arrival (PmP or Pn) in fact appears
on all three components on both data and synthetics. On the vertical
component it is rejected because the cross-correlation value within
the time window did not exceed the specified minimum value of
0.85 (Table 3). On the transverse component it does not have a large
enough signal-to-noise ratio to be picked, but it is evident as a small
peak at 36 s in the STA:LTA curve, and it is more conspicuous when
zooming into the synthetics and data. The presence of the P arrival
on the transverse component highlights the possibility of measuring
subtle phases that may be present in 3-D synthetics.
Fig. 16 shows results for the same event as Fig. 15, but for a
different station, FMP, situated 52 km from the event and within the
Los Angeles basin. Comparison of the two figures highlights
the characteristic resonance caused by the thick sediments within
the basin. This resonance is beautifully captured by the transverse
component synthetics (Fig. 16b, record T), thanks to the inclusion
of the basin in the model (Komatitsch et al. 2004). To pick such long
time windows with substantial frequency-dependent measurement
differences, we are forced to lower the minimum cross-correlation
value CC0 for the entire data set (0.71 in Table 3) and increase c4b
to capture the slow decay in the STA:LTA curves (Fig. 16b, record
T). It is striking that although these arrivals look nothing like the
energy packets typical for the global case, the windowing algorithm
is still able to determine the proper start and end times for the
windows. In Fig. 16c the windowing algorithm selects three short-
period body-wave time windows with superb agreement between
data and synthetics.
4 US ING FLEXWIN FOR TOMOGRAPHY
The window selection algorithm we describe in this paper was de-
signed to solve the problem of automatically picking windows for
tomographic problems in which phase separation and identifica-
tion are not necessary: 3D–3D numerical tomography, of which
the adjoint tomography proposed by Tromp et al. (2005) and Tape
et al. (2007) is an example. For these problems, our algorithm
provides a window-selection solution that is midway between full-
waveform selection—which carries the risk of including high-noise
portions of the waveform that would contaminate the tomography—
and the selection of known phases or phase-groups based on a
priori arrival times—which carries the risk of missing the informa-
tion contained in the non-traditional phases produced by fully 3-D
structures.
FLEXWIN may also be used to select windows for tomographic
problems in which separation of seismic arrivals is necessary and
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Figure 14. Summary statistics of windowing results for events 051502B, 200511211536A and 091502B in Table 2, for the period range 6–30 s.
occurs naturally (under certain frequency and epicentral distance
conditions) by virtue of differences in traveltimes. It can straight-
forwardly be adapted to studies of distinct body-wave phases (e.g.
Ritsema & van Heijst 2002) or to emulate the wavepacket selec-
tion of Panning & Romanowicz (2006) by modulating the wE(t)
water-level using predicted phase arrival times, and selecting ap-
propriate values for the signal-to-noise, cross-correlation and am-
plitude limits. The method can also be used to pre-select windows
for studies of fundamental mode surface-waves (e.g. those based on
the methods of Trampert & Woodhouse 1995; Ekstro¨m et al. 1997;
Levshin & Ritzwoller 2001) by modulating wE(t) to exclude por-
tions of the waveform that do not correspond to the correct group
velocity window or epicentral distance range. Given the dispersed
nature of surface-waves, synthetics produced by 1-D starting mod-
els often are considerably different in shape from the data, so theCC
and T conditions (but not the signal-to-noise or ln A conditions)
should be relaxed in the window selection. These windows should
then be passed on to specific algorithms used to extract the disper-
sion information. For this class of tomographic problems, the ad-
vantages of using FLEXWIN over manual or specifically designed
automated windowing would be the encapsulation of the selection
criteria entirely within the parameters of Table 1 (and their time-
dependent modulation), leading to greater clarity and portability
between studies using different inversion methods.
FLEXWIN is not intended for tomographic problems in which
the extraction and separation of information from overlapping
portions of a single timeseries is required, for example studies
of higher-mode surface-wave dispersion for which specific meth-
ods have been developed: mode branch stripping (Van Heijst &
Woodhouse 1997), separation of secondary observables (Cara &
Le´veˆque 1987; Debayle 1999), partitioned waveform and auto-
mated multimode inversion (Nolet 1990; Lebedev et al. 2005), and
non-linear direct search (Yoshizawa & Kennett 2002; Visser et al.
2007).
4.1 Relevance to adjoint tomography
The full power of FLEXWIN can only be unleashed for problems—
such as 3D–3D tomography—that do not require the separation
(natural or otherwise) of seismic phases. The specificity of adjoint
tomography, among the 3D–3D tomographic methods, is to cal-
culate the sensitivity kernels by interaction between the wavefield
used to generate the synthetic seismograms and an adjoint wavefield
whose source term is derived from measurements of misfit between
the synthetic and observed seismograms (Tromp et al. 2005; Liu
& Tromp 2006, 2008). The manner in which the adjoint sources
are constructed is specific to each type of measurement (e.g. wave-
form difference, cross-correlation time lag, multitaper phase and
amplitude anomaly), but once formulated can be applied indiffer-
ently to any part of the seismogram. Adjoint methods have been
used to calculate kernels of various body- and surface-wave phases
with respect to isotropic elastic parameters and interface depths
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Figure 15. Window selection results for event 9818433 from Table 2 recorded at station CLC ( = 211.7 km). (a) Map showing all stations with at least one
measurement window for the period range 6–30 s for this event. Red triangle denotes station CLC. (b) Results for station CLC for the period range 6–30 s.
Vertical (Z), radial (R), and transverse (T) records of data (black, left column) and synthetics (red, left column), as well as the STA:LTA records (right column)
used to produce the window picks. (c) Results for station CLC for the period range 2–30 s.
(Liu & Tromp 2006,2008), and with respect to anisotropic elas-
tic parameters (Sieminski et al. 2007a,b). Adjoint methods allow
us to calculate kernels for each and every wiggle on a given seis-
mic record, thereby giving access to virtually all the information
contained within.
It is becoming clear, as more finite-frequency tomography models
are published, that better kernels on their own are not the answer
to the problem of improving the resolution of tomographic studies.
Trampert & Spetzler (2006) and Boschi et al. (2007) investigate the
factors limiting the quality of finite-frequency tomography images,
and conclude that incomplete and inhomogeneous data coverage
limit in practice the improvement in resolution that accurate finite-
frequency kernels can provide. The current frustration with the data-
induced limitations to the improvements in wave-propagation theory
is well summarized by Romanowicz (2008). The ability of adjoint
methods to deal with all parts of the seismogram indifferently means
we can incorporate more information from each seismogram into a
tomographic problem, thereby improving data coverage.
The computational cost of constructing an adjoint kernel is in-
dependent of the number of time windows we choose to measure,
and also of the number of records of a given event we choose to
work with. It is therefore computationally advantageous to make
measurements on as many records as possible for each event, while
covering as much as possible of each record. There are, however,
certain limits we must be aware of. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, there is nothing in the adjoint method itself that prevents us
from constructing a kernel from noise-dominated portions of the
data. As the purpose of 3D–3D tomography is to improve the fine
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Figure 16. Window selection results for event 9818433 from Table 2 recorded at station FMP ( = 52.2 km). Same caption as Fig. 15, only for a different
station.
details of Earth models, it would be counterproductive to pollute
the inversion process with such kernels. It is clear that the use of ad-
joint methods for tomography requires a strategy for selecting and
windowing seismograms that avoids seismic noise while extracting
as much information as possible from the signals.
The adjoint kernels are only strictly valid for the 3-D Earth model
they were constructed in, and therefore need to be re-computed at
each iteration of the tomographic inversion (Tape et al. 2007). At
each iteration, the similarities between the synthetic and observed
seismograms improve, such that for later iterations a greater pro-
portion of the waveform is adequate for measurement. To take
advantage of this extra information, the windowing method used
to isolate the portions of the waveform to be measured needs
to be automated. The method must also be adaptable to the fea-
tures that exist in the seismograms themselves, because 3-D wave-
field simulations are able to synthesize phases that do not ex-
ist in 1-D simulations or traditional traveltime curves. All these
considerations led us to favour a signal processing approach to
the problem of data selection, an approach which in turn led to
the development of the FLEXWIN algorithm we have presented
here.
Finally, we note that the design of this algorithm is based on the
desire not to use the entire timeseries of each event when making
a measurement between data and synthetics. If one were to simply
take the waveform difference between two timeseries, then there
would be no need for selecting time windows of interest. However,
this ideal approach (e.g. Gauthier et al. 1986) may only work in
real applications if the statistical properties of the noise are well
known, which is rare. Without an adequate description of the noise,
it is more prudent to resort to the selection of time windows even
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Figure 17. Summary plots of windowing results for event 9983429 in Table 2, for the period range 6–30 s. (a) Map showing paths to each station with at
least one measurement window. (b)-(d) Histograms of number of windows as a function of normalised cross-correlation CC, time-lag τ and amplitude ratio
ln A. (e)-(g) Record sections of selected windows for the vertical, radial and transverse components. The two branches observed on the vertical and radial
components correspond to the body-wave arrivals and the Rayleigh wave arrivals.
when tomographic inversion is performed on waveform difference
measurements.
5 SUMMARY
The FLEXWIN algorithm was designed to automatically pick time
windows for tomographic problems in which phase separation and
identification are not necessary, however it can also be applied
to problems in which phase separation is necessary and occurs
naturally. It provides an automated window-selection solution that
is midway between full-waveform selection and the selection of
known phases or phase-groups based on a priori arrival times.
FLEXWIN has no a priori knowledge related to input model, geo-
graphic scale or frequency range. It is a configurable process that can
be applied to different seismic scenarios by changing the handful of
parameters in Table 1. The configuration process is data-driven:
starting from the description of how each parameter influences
the window selection (Section 2 and Appendix A), the user tunes the
parameters using a representative subset of the full data set until
the algorithm produces an adequate set of windows, then applies
the tuned algorithm to the full data set. The choice of what makes an
adequate set of windows remains subjective, as it depends strongly
on the quality of the input model, the quality of the data, and the
region of the Earth the tomographic inversion aims to constrain.
We consider the algorithm to be correctly tuned when false posi-
tives (windows around undesirable features of the seismogram) are
minimized, and true positives (window around desirable features)
are maximized. For a given data set, the set of tuned parameters
and their user-defined time dependencies completely determine the
window selection results, which are therefore entirely reproducible.
The desire to study regions with strong 3-D variations in Earth
structure requires seismologists to deal with increasingly complex
seismic records, and to use methods that take advantage of full
wavefield simulations. Only by using all available information will
tomographic inversions produce more accurate and higher resolu-
tion images of the Earth’s interior. A window selection method such
as FLEXWIN is necessary to fully unleash the potential of recent
tomographic methods—and specifically of adjoint tomography—to
exploit information from all parts of the waveform.
FLEXWIN is available as an open-source package through
CIG (Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics, http://www.
geodynamics.org).
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APPENDIX A : TUNING
CONS IDERATIONS
FLEXWIN is not a black-box application, and as such cannot be
applied blindly to any given data set or tomographic scenario. The
data windowing required by any given problem will differ depending
on the inversion method, the scale of the problem (local, regional,
global), the quality of the data set and that of the model and method
used to calculate the synthetic seismograms. The user must config-
ure and tune the algorithm for the given problem. In this appendix
we shall discuss some general considerations the user should bear
in mind during the tuning process. For more detailed information on
tuning, and for further examples of tuning parameter sets, we refer
the reader to the user manual that accompanies the source code.
The order in which the parameters in Table 1 are discussed in
the main text of this paper follows the order in which they are used
by the algorithm, but is not necessarily the best order in which to
consider them for tuning purposes. We suggest the following as a
practical starting sequence (the process may need to be repeated
and refined several times before converging on the optimal set of
parameters for a given problem and data-set).
T 0,1: In setting the corner periods of the bandpass filter, the
user is deciding on the frequency content of the information to be
used in the tomographic problem. Values of these corner periods
should reflect the information content of the data, the quality of the
Earth model and the accuracy of the simulation used to generate the
synthetic seismogram. The frequency content in the data depends
on the spectral characteristics of the source, on the instrument re-
sponses, and on the attenuation characteristics of the medium. As
T 0,1 depend on the source and station characteristics, which may
be heterogeneous in any given data-set, these filter periods can be
modified dynamically by constructing an appropriate user function
(e.g. if station is in list of stations with instrument X then reset T0
and T1 to new values).
r P,A: In setting the signal-to-noise ratios for the entire seismo-
gram the user is applying a simple quality control on the data. Note
that these criteria are applied after filtering. No windows will be
defined on data that fail this quality control.
wE(t): The short-term average/long-term average ratio E(t) of a
constant signal converges to a constant value when the length of
the time-series is greater than the effective averaging length of the
long-term average. This value would be 1 if CS = CL in eqs (4) and
(5) of the main text. For CS and CL given by equation (6) of the
main text, E(t) of a constant signal converges to a value close to
0.08, with only a weak dependence on T 0. We suggest the user start
with a constant level for wE(t) equal to this convergence value. The
time dependence of wE(t) should then be adjusted to exclude those
portions of the waveform the user is not interested in, by raising
wE(t) (e.g. to exclude the fundamental mode surface-wave: if t >
fundamental mode surface-wave arrival time then set wE(t) = 1).
We suggest finer adjustments to wE(t) be made after r 0(t), CC0(t),
T 0(t) and ln A0(t) have been configured.
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r 0(t), CC0(t), τ ref , τ 0(t), ln Aref and ln A0(t): These
parameters—window signal-to-noise ratio, normalized cross-
correlation value between observed and synthetic seismograms,
cross-correlation time lag, and amplitude ratio—control the de-
gree of well-behavedness of the data within accepted windows
(Stage D). The user first sets constant values for these four pa-
rameters, then adds a time dependence if required. Considerations
that should be taken into account include the quality of the Earth
model used to calculate the synthetic seismograms, the frequency
range, the dispersed nature of certain arrivals (e.g. for t correspond-
ing to the group velocities of surface-waves, reduce CC0(t)), and
a priori preferences for picking certain small-amplitude seismic
phases (e.g. for t close to the expected arrival for Pdiff , reduce
r 0(t)). τ ref and ln Aref should be set to zero at first, and only
reset if the synthetics contain a systematic bias in traveltimes or
amplitudes.
c0−4: These parameters are active in Stage C of the algorithm, the
stage in which the suite of all possible data windows is pared down
using criteria on the shape of the E(t) waveform alone. Detailed
descriptions of the behaviour of each parameter are available in
Section 2.3 and will not be repeated here. We suggest the user
start by setting these values to those used in our global example
(see Table 3). Subsequent minimal tuning should be performed by
running the algorithm on a subset of the data and closely examining
the lists of windows rejected at each stage to make sure the user
agrees with the choices made by the algorithm.
wCC, w len and wnwin: These parameters control the overlap reso-
lution stage of the algorithm (Stage E), and are discussed in detail in
Section 2.5. Values of wCC = w len = wnwin = 1 should be reasonable
for most applications.
The objective of the tuning process summarily described here
should be to maximize the selection of windows around desirable
features in the seismogram, while minimizing the selection of un-
desirable features, bearing in mind that the desirability or unde-
sirability of a given feature is subjective, and depends on how the
user subsequently intends to use the information contained within
the data windows.
A1 Examples of user functions
As concrete examples of how the time dependence of the tuning
parameters can be exploited, we present here the functional forms
of the time dependencies used for the three example tomographic
scenarios described in the text (Section 3). In each example we use
predicted arrival times derived from 1-D Earth models to help mod-
ulate certain parameters. Note, however, that the actual selection of
individual windows is based on the details of the waveforms, and
not on information from 1-D Earth models.
A1.1 Global scenario
In the following, h indicates earthquake depth, tQ indicates the ap-
proximate start of the Love wave predicted by a group wave speed
of 4.2 km s−1, and tR indicates the approximate end of the Rayleigh
wave predicted by a group wave speed of 3.2 km s−1. To reduce the
number of windows picked beyond R1, and to ensure that those se-
lected beyond R1 are a very good match to the synthetic waveform,
we raise the water level on the STA:LTA waveform and impose
stricter criteria on the signal-to-noise ratio and the waveform sim-
ilarity after the approximate end of the surface-wave arrivals. We
allow greater flexibility in cross-correlation time lag τ for inter-
mediate depth and deep earthquakes. We lower the cross-correlation
value criterion for surface-waves to retain windows with a slight
mismatch in dispersion characteristics.
We therefore use the following time modulations:
wE (t) =
{
wE t ≤ tR,
2wE t > tR,
(A1)
r0(t) =
{
r0 t ≤ tR,
10r0 t > tR,
(A2)
CC0(t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
CC0 t ≤ tR,
0.9CC0 tQ < t ≤ tR,
0.95 t > tR,
(A3)
τ0(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
{
τ0 t ≤ tR,
τ0/3 t > tR,
h ≤ 70 km
1.4τ0 70 km < h < 300 km,
1.7τ0 h ≥ 300 km,
(A4)
 ln A0(t) =
{
 ln A0 t ≤ tR,
 ln A0/3 t > tR .
(A5)
A1.2 Japan scenario
In the following, tP and tS denote the start of the time windows forP-
and S waves, as predicted by the 1-D IASPEI91 model (Kennett &
Engdahl 1991), and t R1 indicates the end of the surface-wave time
window. For the 24–120 s data, we consider the waveform between
the start of the P wave to the end of the surface-wave. We therefore
modulate wE(t) as follows:
wE (t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10wE t < tP ,
wE tP ≤ t ≤ tR1,
10wE t > tR1.
(A6)
For the 6–30 s data, the fit between the synthetic and observed
surface-waves is expected to be poor, as the 3-D model used to
calculate the synthetics cannot produce the required complexity. We
therefore want to concentrate on body-wave arrivals only, and avoid
surface-wave windows altogether by modulating wE(t) as follows:
wE (t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10wE t < tP ,
wE tP ≤ t ≤ tS,
10wE t > tS .
(A7)
We use constant values of r 0(t) = r 0, CC0(t) = CC0 and
ln A0(t) = ln A0 for both period ranges. To allow greater flex-
ibility in cross-correlation time lag τ for intermediate depth and
deep earthquakes we use:
τ0(t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0.08tP h ≤ 70 km,
max(0.05tP , 1.4τ0) 70 km < h < 300 km,
max(0.05tP , 1.7τ0) h ≥ 300 km.
(A8)
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A1.3 Southern California scenario
In the following, tP and tS denote the start of the time windows
for the crustal P wave and the crustal S wave, computed from a
1-D layered model appropriate to Southern California (Wald et al.
1995). The start and end times for the surface-wave time window,
t R0 and t R1, as well as the criteria for the time-shifts τ 0(t), are
derived from formulae in Komatitsch et al. (2004).
For the 6–30 s and 3–30 s data, we use constant values of
r 0(t) = r 0, CC0(t) = CC0, τ 0(t) = τ 0, and ln A0(t) = ln A0.
We exclude any arrivals before the P wave and after the Rayleigh
wave. This is achieved by the box-car function for wE(t)
wE (t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10wE t < tP ,
wE tP ≤ t ≤ tR1,
10wE t > tR1,
(A9)
For the 2–30 s data, we avoid selecting surface-wave arrivals as
the 3-D model used to calculate the synthetics cannot produce the
required complexity. The water-level criteria then becomes:
wE (t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10wE t < tP ,
wE tP ≤ t ≤ tS,
10wE t > tS .
(A10)
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